Welcome New Parent Connectors!
The MIT Parents Association is excited to announce that 30 new parents have joined the Parent Connector team. Parent Connectors are a group of more than 200 volunteer MIT parents who serve as MIT advocates across the globe.

Best of luck and a warm welcome to the new MIT Parent Connectors!

VIEW NEW PARENT CONNECTOR LIST

Spring 2012 Meal Plan Program
MIT Dining has partnered with award-winning food service company Bon Appétit to offer students a variety of all-you-care-to-eat meal plan options for spring 2012. MIT’s meal plan program allows students to enjoy a variety of global cuisines, each prepared by experienced Bon Appétit chefs using only the freshest ingredients.

LEARN MORE OR ENROLL YOUR CHILD IN MIT’S MEAL PLAN PROGRAM

Making Her Move
Featured MIT News story: MIT senior overcame disabilities to study materials science, hoping to pave the way for other aspiring engineers.

These days, senior Bethany Tomerlin is just like any other MIT student. She juggles a host of academic and research commitments, plays flute in the MIT Marching Band, and—when she finds a sliver of spare time—indulges what she calls her "pop-culture vice" with friends in her dormitory.

READ MORE ABOUT TOMERLIN

Sal Khan is Commencement Speaker
Salman A. Khan ’98, MNG ’98, founder of the popular Khan Academy online educational organization, will deliver the keynote address at MIT’s 146th Commencement on Friday, June 8. Khan, 35, is the youngest Commencement speaker in at least 30 years.

READ MORE ABOUT SAL KHAN

Are MIT Students More Stressed These Days?
According to the survey, MIT students are generally happy and taking advantage of campus opportunities, despite high levels of stress. The online survey is taken every four years during the spring, and all undergraduates are invited to participate.

VIEW MORE ON STUDENT STRESS

MIT Parents Fund
Join your fellow MIT parents and support MIT by making a gift today! Your gift helps sustain and enhance the extraordinary learning environment and unique experience students receive while at MIT. Sincere thanks to the parent donors who have already made their commitment this year.